Official Pattern

Learn to Crochet Cowl
Designed by Jo’Elle Galo
Yarn: R
 ED HEART® Boutique Treasure: 2 balls, 302 yards, Mosaic 1901)
Approximate Finished Size: 12” wide x 28 ” long
Gauge: 3 rows and 3.5 sts in pattern = 1” Take time to check gauge!
Supplies: Crochet Hook: US J/10 6.00mm
Yarn needle
Safety pin style stitch markers
Special Abbreviations: C
 h = chain Sc = single crochet
Dc = double crochet slip st = Slip Stitch

featuring Olympic
Pro Snowboarder

Lindsey Jacobellis

Insert the hook into the work. Yarn over and pull the yarn through
both the work and the loop on the hook in one movement.
Single Crochet (sc)
	Insert the hook into the work (second chain from hook on the starting chain), yarn over and draw yarn through the work only. Yarn
over again and pull the yarn through both loops on the hook. One
sc made.

FINISHING:
	Using a yarn needle weave in the tail at the end. Using a sewing needle
weave in your beginning tail sewing together the beginning hole you
left when you joined into a circle.
This cowl can be worn in 4 different ways:

Double Crochet (dc)

1. As a long cowl around the neck

	Yarn over and insert the hook into the work (fourth chain 2 from
hook on starting chain) Yarn over and draw yarn through the work
only. Yarn over and pull yarn through the first two loops only on the
hook.

2. 
Wrapped around the neck and brought up over the
head “Babushka style”

	Yarn over and pull yarn through the last two loops on the hook.
One dc made.

3. Wrapped around the neck twice
4. Worn a little lower, wrapped around the shoulders

*Note: This cowl is made in a spiral, there are no chains or slip stitches
at the end of each round.
DIRECTIONS:
	
The visual aids you used for the “learn your stitches scarf”
would go well here.
	Chain 161. Leave a long enough tail to sew up the hole you will
leave.
	Round 1: Sc in second chain from hook and each ch to last ch (160
sc); Join with a slip stitch to the first stitch made. Be careful not to
twist when you are forming your circle. From here to the end, you
will be working in rounds. Place a stitch marker in the last stitch
made and move it up every round.
Round 2: Sc in each sc around to the marked stitch.
Round 3: Sc in each sc around to the marked stitch.
Round 4: Dc in each sc around to the marked stitch.
Round 5 – 17: Dc every stitch around to the marked stitch.
Round 18 - 20: Sc in every stitch around to the marked stitch.
End off.
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We truly hope you enjoy this pattern!
This pattern and the associated photographs are for personal non-commercial use and are not for resale. Please respect the people who worked to create this pattern and do not make copies. Thank you!

